The Rogue Modeller.
My first encounter with the modeller whom I'm informed goes by the name of Slippery Groper (how anyone can think this is a cool nickname is beyond me) came about in late May of this year.
I and other members of the public were enjoying a lovely morning at St Agnes Head chatting and enjoying the views. Then onto the headland steps what I can only discribe as a semi upright, Wrong Turn / Deliverance hillbilly, neolithic moron, with too much money and an oversized toy to boot who then proceeded to agressively address me with "Is he with you?" (a French paraglider pilot). "Do you even know what you are doing?" "You go over there".
These barked commands and questions were simply directed at me for merely standing on the headland with a sack on my back!
My next encounter with Slippery Groper (didn't know it at the time) saw me 420ft AGL and approximately 650ft AMSL two thirds up from Tubby's Head approaching Carn Gowla, at this point I heard loud aggressive shouting in my direction, and on looking down saw a person actually standing on the coast path (a public right of way) surrounded by a squardron of large model aircraft!! A numpty I thought to myself and best ignored.
Still at 420ft AGL on a westerly track heading out to sea I suddenly spotted a model aircraft approaching from the southwest at speed which then proceeded to smack into my pod harness, then into my helmet, and finally careering over my right shoulder!
After a quick check of myself and glider I then shouted down some choice words at the idiot below me before continuing with my flight.
Sometime later a helicopter appeared over Porthtowan so I thought it best to land, where upon I heard the worry news that there had been an incident involving Adie Chirgwin and Nigel Waller.
At this point I decided to pack up, but before I could I heard heavy stomping coming from my left and on looking up was confronted with (yep you've guessed it) Slippery Groper charging at me like a demented Mammoth!!!
Defend myself?
Damn  right I did.
Having encountered bullies on several ocassions throughout my life it came as no surprise to have spat at me at me the seething vengeful parting shot of Slippery Groper to seek out my home address; which presumably was a threat to not only me but my wife and family.
Shame on you Slippery Groper you low life bully.
I've flown with modellers up north and more recently down south for many years without incident and in harmony, so I can only put this down as a one off.
To any pilots reading this who might have similar problems in the future your best bet is to contact the appropriate site officer voicing your concerns.
On reflection and taking in all the facts my judgment is Slippery Groper flew his model into me on purpose in a fit of temper; this makes him a disgrace to the hill soaring modelling community
Dave Campbell.


